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Want to say something about your mood? Then say it in your Facebook cover. Now Facebook
timeline feature gives you a chance to turn your facebook cover according to your mood. You can
customize your cover image according to your interest. To use Facebook mood covers feature, you
have to check out Smashing cover. It is the only website who offers this unique feature to their
customer. To use this feature you have to login with Facebook account. After that you just need to
select an smiley which suits your mood and type your name or title & also a small message to
describe your mood and last just click on the button create and publish. These simple steps will
create your Facebook mood cover and you can publish it.

As you know, with the help of Facebook timeline feature, you and your friends are capable to look at
any activity, photo, video, status update and timeline cover photo. So, this will help your friends to
know about your current mood and they can easily share their views or ideas about it. Also, you can
change your timeline mood cover time to time according to your interest. There are various new
ways through which you can customize your cover image. You can also choose abstract Facebook
covers or animal Facebook covers to customize your cover photo. You can get all these cover
images online only through various websites who offer covers images like Smashing covers.
Nowadays, Facebook covers are becoming one of the most interesting accessories to decorate your
Facebook account.

Timeline covers is a place where your friends, relatives and colleagues can know about your
interests. Facebook Timeline covers photo for your profile should be 849 by 312 pixels. This feature
helps you to express yourself, your views, your interests and your mood in better way, so that you
can express your views more freely and broadly. This cover photo is acts as a head, so use it wisely
to express your ideas. As you know that, smileys are the best way to depict your mood. Basically
these are becoming a trend to show your emotions like sad, happy, confused, angry, love, etc. So,
with this you can choose a smiley according to your mood in your cover photo to express your
mood. People will show more interests in this unique type of cover images and like your photo, post
comments and start discuss about your mood.

Also you can customize your cover image with abstract wallpaper, animal cover photos and many
more. You can create your own cover photo. You can also use your favorite thing or item in your
timeline cover to show your interests. You can also use technical stuff to show your personality or
behavior, so that your friends can easily get an idea about your interests. You can select your cover
images your websites who offer Facebook cover photos to their customers. Many third party
websites are available on internet who offer such services and offer vast variety of cover images
related to different different themes.
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MichaelVJordan - About Author:
Smashing Covers offer unique and new a abstract Facebook covers and a animal Facebook covers
to their customers. So that they can share and download covers of their choice for free.
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